Traumatic injuries, both in the central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral nervous system (PNS), can potentially lead to irreversible damage resulting in permanent loss of function. Investigating the complex dynamics involved in these processes may elucidate the biological mechanisms of both nerve degeneration and regeneration, and may potentially lead to the development of new therapies for recovery. A scientific overview on the biological foundations of nerve injury is presented. Differences between nerve regeneration in the central and PNS are discussed. Advances in microtechnology over the past several years have led to the development of invaluable tools that now facilitate investigation of neurobiology at the cellular scale. Microfluidic devices are explored as a means to study nerve injury at the necessary simplification of the cellular level, including those devices aimed at both chemical and physical injury, as well as those that recreate the post-injury environment.
Introduction
Nerve injuries can often cause devastating functional disabilities. Fortunately, peripheral nerves hold the potential to regenerate after injury; however, complete repair and exact functional restorations are not possible. Current state-of-the-art treatment for peripheral nervous system (PNS) injuries involves end-to-end suturing of uninjured nerve ends when the injury is small, and the use of autologous nerve grafts when the injury is large. The use of autologous nerve grafts in clinical peripheral nerve repair is associated with donor site morbidity, the need for multiple surgeries, limited tissue availability and inadequate functional reinnervation [1] [2] [3] . Regeneration is not inherently possible in the central nervous system (CNS) environment, and hence no pharmacological or technological solutions to the CNS repair and regeneration are available [4, 5] . Accordingly, there is a considerable research interest in studying both nerve injury and regeneration in order to elucidate how to promote successful nerve repair. Investigating nerve injury on a cellular scale offers a unique potential for probing the pathophysiology of injury at the single neural cell level and investigating neural responses to the immediate environment. Traditional in vitro cell culture techniques have contributed significantly to our understanding of healthy and diseased neurons [6, 7] . However, these techniques do not provide a controlled environment to grow or guide neurons, or enable precise probing of the cells and evaluation of extracellular or environmental interactions. Modern microfluidic technology offers the potential to accurately model or control the changing neuronal microenvironments. Thus, the precision and control supplied by microfluidic technology may be particularly relevant for the study of nerve degeneration and regeneration.
Neurons naturally operate in the microscale as multi-state mechanical, chemical and electrical sensors and actuators. Their operations occur on a level fundamentally familiar to engineers, and in a way that makes interfacing of neuronal cells with microdevices intuitive [8] . Application of microtechnology or microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) has contributed greatly in the past several years, and offers invaluable tools to facilitate neuroscience studies at the cellular scale. This technology has led to the development of laboratory-on-a-chip (LOC) devices, built using microtechnology, incorporating elements such as microscale channels, pumps and valves, and offering precise control or manipulation of the neuronal microenvironment in ways previously & 2013 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
unachievable with macro-scale methods [9] [10] [11] [12] . In view of their potential, innovative LOC microdevices have been developed to offer a highly structured environment to experiment with neuronal cells. These LOC devices offer spatial control at the level of cell deposition within designed structures, separation of subcellular components through the use of microchannels, and influence over interactions with other cell types [8, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . There is also the benefit of precise control over the amount of reagents or factors added to the cells and low cost associated with the devices owing to the small volume of expensive reagents required for the devices. There has been some application of microtechnology to in vivo implantable devices for nerve regeneration, such as those that incorporate microfluidic chips into nerve implants in order to provide precise delivery of a target drug or enable monitoring of regeneration [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, the majority of neuronal LOC devices are in vitro devices, in contrast to in vivo cell or whole-organism devices, and will be the primary focus of this review.
While studying neurons in their healthy state is undoubtedly valuable, experimentation into the mechanistic understanding of the underlying pathways governing axonal injury and regeneration, a research area of great importance, is less developed and would benefit from advances in the LOC technology [25] . Our intent is to give an overview of the biology of nerve injury and explore microfluidic LOC devices that accurately and selectively injure axons or model the post-injury environment and examine their potential in the field of regenerative neuroscience. Utilization of these types of LOC devices will enable a deeper understanding of axonal injury and regeneration mechanisms, and eventually lead to the development of clinically relevant therapies.
Biology of nerve injury and regeneration
The physiology of the nervous system presents distinctive challenges to nerve regeneration. An understanding of the general organization and components of the nervous system is necessary for insights into difficulties that may arise during nerve injury and regeneration. The nervous system is categorized into the CNS and the PNS. The CNS consists of the brain and spinal cord, and serves as the control centre, conducting and interpreting signals, whereas the PNS consists of motor and sensory nerves that transmit signals between the CNS and the rest of the body. The nervous system consists mainly of neurons and glial cells. Neurons, the basic functional units, are made up of a soma (cell body), axons that conduct signals away from the soma, and dendrites that relay signals to the soma. Axons contain the majority of the cell's cytoplasm [26] . Glial cells are the support cells of the nervous system, and are much more plentiful than neurons. These cells have some capacity for cell division, unlike neurons which cannot undergo mitosis and proliferation, although they can regenerate or sprout processes under the right conditions [1] . Schwann cells are the glial cells of the PNS, whereas oligodendrocytes, astrocytes and microglia are the glial cells of the CNS. Schwann cells form the myelin sheath that insulates peripheral axons. Schwann cells ensheath axons, and the myelin sheath forms concentric layers around the axon, which become tightly apposed. Oligodendrocytes myelinate axons of the CNS, and in contrast to Schwann cells, can myelinate several axons each. Another important distinction is that in the PNS, Schwann cells are surrounded by a neurilemma, which is a basement membrane (basal lamina) similar to the type found in epithelial layers. These characteristic differences can be found summarized in figure 1 . The presence of a basal lamina is one of the distinguishing features of the PNS, as CNS axons do not have this continuous basal lamina surrounding their axons [1, 27] . The absence of a basal lamina may contribute to regenerative failure in the CNS, as the basal lamina not only provides access to growth promoting extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules, but may also shield the axons from inhibitory molecules [28] .
Upon axonal injury, either through transection or severe compression, axon pathophysiology may proceed through different paths. The axon can undergo a degenerative retraction from the site of injury for a relatively short distance unless the injury is close to the cell body, in which case it proceeds to the cell body where retrograde neuronal degeneration can occur. Otherwise, Wallerian degeneration (WD) of the distal segment occurs, characterized by axonal swelling followed by accumulations of spheroids, and disruption of the cytoskeleton [25] . WD can be described as a series of cellular events that lead to anterograde degeneration of axons and myelin sheaths from the site of the lesion to the nerve endings, whereas the proximal stump undergoes regeneration. A major difference between PNS and CNS neurons is the response to axotomy and injury [1, 25, [29] [30] [31] [32] . In the CNS, regeneration does not occur in the native environment, whereas in the PNS regeneration does occur, although complete functional recovery may not. The inherent ability of PNS neurons to regenerate contrasting with the inability of CNS neurons to regenerate has been a long-standing area of research interest. Injury to the axon reactivates an intrinsic growth capacity in the cell body [33] . In the PNS, in contrast to the CNS, this intrinsic growth capacity is coupled with a locally permissive environment owing to a more successful clearance of axonal and myelin debris from the degeneration process by Schwann cells and macrophages, as well as support from axon guidance cues, such as ECM components, cytokines and growth factors [34] . Figure 2 gives a high-level summary of the differences in CNS and PNS Figure 1. (a,b) A typical CNS neuron is myelinated by oligodendrocytes, which have the capacity to myelinate several cells at once, while a PNS neuron is myelinated by Schwann cells, which myelinate in a one-to-one ratio and are surrounded by basal lamina (adapted with permission from Poliak & Peles [27] ).
injury and regeneration, demonstrating successful regeneration following injury in the PNS with the aid of Schwann cells, circulating monocytes and macrophages, contrasted with scar formation in the CNS. The following is meant to be an overview of injury and regeneration in order to provide the rationale and context for the development of neuronal LOC devices; further sources can be consulted for an in-depth biological review [1, 3, 25, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
Peripheral nervous system injury and regeneration
Peripheral nerve injuries (PNIs) can result from stretch-related injuries, lacerations or compressive trauma [35] . While these types of injuries can all lead to WD, there is typically more preservation of continuity of the neuron with stretch-related and compressive injuries, particularly with regard to the basal lamina, although disruption of this continuity can also be seen in extreme cases [29] . This preservation of continuity of the basal lamina can increase the probability of successful regeneration. Laceration models are seen proportionately more often in the literature owing to their ease of reproducibility.
Depending on the extent and site of injury, changes occur at the soma, site of injury and axon segments proximal and distal to the site of injury. Within hours of injury, axons and myelin start to physically fragment and swell, inhibiting signal conduction. In the soma, the nucleus moves towards the periphery of the cell body, and there is an increase in cell volume as production of RNA and regenerative proteins increases [36] . Somal proximity to the site of injury and age of the subject determines neuronal survival; the closer the injury is to the cell body and the older the subject, the more susceptible the neurons will be to apoptosis, with the exception of enhanced sensitivity of neurons to apoptosis in neonates [35, 36] . Similar to WD, the proximal segment undergoes minimal degradation, called traumatic degeneration, depending on the extent of injury. If the injury is sufficiently severe, or proximal to the cell body, then this degradation can extend back to the cell body leading to cell death [36] . Schwann cells become active and proliferate, forming dedifferentiated daughter cells that release molecules to help in the degeneration and regeneration process and remove axonal and myelin debris from the site of injury together with macrophages. Distal to the site of injury, focal lesions can trigger WD. These focal lesions need not be transections, but do need to cause a focal block of anterograde axonal transport, such as with a severe compressive injury or transection [31] . Late in the WD process, Schwann cells align themselves in columns along the intact basement membrane, known as the bands of Bunger, serving to guide sprouting axons during regeneration.
The WD process needs to complete before nerve regeneration can occur in severe injuries; however, in mild injuries, depending on proximity to the cell body, regeneration can begin nearly immediately. Regeneration has been found to be dependent on responses from the cell body, depending on a variety of factors including the age of the subject, severity of lesion, distance from the cell body, location of the injury and availability of pathway-derived growth factors [38] . The first signs of regrowth may be visible several weeks post-injury for more severe injuries, or as early as 24 h post-injury for milder injuries [35] . The proximal axon produces multiple sprouts containing growth cones, normally present during development, that initiate regeneration [25, 35] . The reformed growth cones can encounter negative cues such as physical barriers, molecular barriers and other inhibitory factors. Physical barriers can include glial cells within the site of injury, whereas molecular barriers include chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) [39] . The regenerating growth cones become misdirected as they attempt to avoid these barriers, and thus become unsuccessful in making connections to target tissues. The growth cone, similar to that in the developmental state, can also be positively guided towards targets through both soluble and bound tropic cues, including growth factors.
The growth cones have an affinity for laminin and fibronectin, ECM components of the basal lamina of the Schwann cell tubes, and use these for guidance. Once contacted, the regenerating axons preferentially grow within these tubes towards the end organ. Schwann cells along the bands of Bunger also increase production and release of factors such as nerve growth factor that act as stimuli for continued axon regrowth and additional guidance cues [35] . Growth factor signalling has traditionally been known to play roles in development, but the role of such signalling has recently been also extended to regeneration [40] . Far less is known about the role of pathway-derived growth factor signalling in the response of regenerating adult neurons, and the signalling pathways involved in each case may be different [41] .
The nature of the site of damage can influence the success of regeneration by affecting growth cones, and can vary based on extent of injury. In a transection, there may be a rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20130676 gap and an extended lesion site, and thus more chances for scarring and space for wandering axons [25] . Outlook for functional recovery after transections that cause a large gap between proximal and distal ends can be negligible. When a nerve repair is performed, there can be scarring or poor matching post-suturing. By contrast, a nerve crush may yield a more favourable setting for regeneration and reinnervation, because the internal structure and surroundings are preserved [25] . Human peripheral axon regeneration rates have been reported to range around 1 mm per day in clinical situations, with further diminishing rates over time [1, 25, 35] . These rates may vary depending on the extent of injury, as well as the type, with higher rates of regeneration in crush injuries and lower rates in transection injuries; regeneration rates expectedly also vary across species. Axonal regeneration does not always mean functional recovery, as misdirection of regenerating axons is a common cause of poor functional recovery. In vitro studies of PNI and regeneration are valuable in order to elucidate the roles of growth factors in regeneration, as well as to observe how to enhance regeneration rates and functional reinnervation.
Central nervous system injury and regeneration
CNS axon injury can result from the mechanical forces associated with the rapid deformation of the brain or spinal cord during trauma. Blunt trauma may cause vascular rupture, decrease the integrity of the blood-brain barrier and directly crush nerves or, in the case of severe force, cause complete axotomy [42] . Oedema can also result from trauma, with cytotoxic swelling of neurons, which can, in turn, cause compression of further tissue. Despite the availability of in vivo models, mechanistic understanding of the underlying pathways governing CNS axonal injury remains only partially understood. As regeneration does not occur in the native environment of the CNS, performing injury studies within an in vitro platform may help elucidate the mechanisms underlying both axonal injury and regeneration. These types of injuries also share common features and potentially convergent pathways with other conditions that may result in CNS axonal degeneration, including Alzheimer's, HIV-related dementia and multiple sclerosis [31] . There is a need for complete understanding of the degeneration process, as severity of axon damage plays a large role in eventual outcomes following degeneration [43, 44] . Focal injuries result from high impact, rapid events such as blows to the head, or projectile and penetrating blast injury. Focal injuries can cause haematomas or haemorrhaging that, in turn, cause further compression [31] . When an object impacts the head, there is an initial focal contact force, and this force may, in turn, accelerate or decelerate the brain, causing further inertial forces. Focal lesions can trigger WD of distal axons. While dynamic deformation rarely leads to primary axotomy, there does not need to be a complete transection of the axon, as a focal block of axonal transport may be enough to trigger degeneration [31, 45] . Diffuse injuries result from inertial forces and rapid head rotations, as would occur during car accidents and falls [46, 47] . Diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is multi-focal, with multiple spheroids appearing on individual axons, and is characterized by swollen and disconnected axons. The extent of injury is dependent on the mode, severity, duration and rate of the strain, as well as the distance of the injury from the cell body, anatomical location of the injury and the mechanical properties of the axon [31, 48] . Axons are viscoelastic and can withstand varying degrees of stretch deformation under normal activities, but are thought to become brittle under dynamic loading conditions, making them vulnerable to damage [45] . The mechanical properties of the axon can also vary with age, previous injuries and disease. Mechanically stretching cultured axons has been demonstrated to replicate the morphological and structural changes associated with DAI [49] .
Damage to the axonal cytoskeleton or a primary axotomy can result from a rapid unidirectional stretch. While it is clear that primary injury results from the direct mechanical strain experienced by cells from injury, the mechanism of the downstream cellular events is not well understood. Changes in molecular gradients occur, as there is sodium influx following injury, which increases swelling and also increases intracellular calcium levels, which may activate proteases for breaking down the cytoskeleton [31, 50] . Axonal transport proteins may accumulate in the areas of swelling owing to disruptions in transport, including amyloid precursor protein. Cytoskeletal changes are more apparent upon direct damage to the axolemma, which would occur in severe injury, and it would be beneficial to study these in vitro. Recent evidence has also indicated axon-specific degeneration pathways separate from those related to the cell body, making it beneficial to study axon injury while being able to manipulate the cell body and axon independently [30, 31, 51, 52] . The determination of axon-specific pathways may be important for understanding the cellular and molecular mechanisms for degeneration.
Immediately after injury, CNS axons can display abortive regeneration with an initial outgrowth for up to 0.5 mm, but then come to a stop and die-back and retract or become arrested and form retraction bulbs [25] . It has been demonstrated that CNS neurons can express their intrinsic growth capacity on permissive substrates within the right biological environment, but the growth appears to be too slow for full functional reinnervation [53] . David & Aguayo [54] initially demonstrated that peripheral nerve grafts can be used to promote CNS axon regeneration. It has also been demonstrated that peripheral nerve grafts are the most promising grafts for CNS nerve repair, promoting regeneration from nonpermissive white matter to permissive grey matter in spinal cord repair [55] . The natural CNS environment is regarded as unfavourable with inhibitory effects from glial scars, CSPGs and myelin-associated proteins, inadequate inflammatory responses and hindered debris clearance owing to the presence of the blood -brain barrier. Glial scars formed at the site of an injury act as both mechanical and biochemical barriers for regrowing axons. As the name suggests, the scar is often comprised of glial cell types, including reactive astrocytes, microglia, oligodendrocyte precursors and fibroblasts. It also contains growth inhibitory factors such as semaphorins, nephrins, tenascin and CSPGs [48, 56, 57] . Myelin-associated inhibitors found in the glial scar, such as Nogo-66, myelin-associated glycoprotein and oligodendroctye-associated glycoprotein, have been shown to interact with the Nogo receptor (Ngr) to inhibit neurite outgrowth [58] . By contrast, ECM component molecules such as laminin have been found to promote regeneration [38] . Although the CNS contains microglia, they do not aid in debris clearance to the extent of Schwann cells, which attract macrophages rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20130676 to enhance clearance, as well as produce neurotrophic and neurotropic factors to aid in regeneration [42] . The availability of a model that allows for the study of CNS regeneration and determines the effects of these factors within an injury platform would be valuable.
Microfluidic devices for studying nerve injury and regeneration
Traumatic injuries, both in the CNS and PNS, can lead to irreversible damage, resulting in permanent loss of function.
Studying the complex dynamics involved in these processes may elucidate the biological mechanisms of nerve regeneration and degeneration, potentially leading to the development of new strategies and therapies for nerve regeneration and recovery. In vivo animal models of trauma have permitted the study of a multitude of complex variables and permit the analysis of behavioural outcome, enabling monitoring of prognosis and determination of functional outcome to various treatment strategies. These in vivo animal experiments include models of instant rotational injury, impact acceleration injury, lateral fluid percussion injury, controlled cortical impact, spinal cord compression and contusion, nerve stretch and complete nerve transection, as previously reviewed [59, 60] . These models have provided much insights, but they are highly complex, containing multiple parameters, have potentially low reproducibility, and are time consuming and labour-intensive. More importantly, they do not allow for monitoring axonal regeneration in real-time, or enable study at the reductionist single-cell level necessary for determining precise mechanisms. By contrast, as an alternative parallel experimental system, in vitro models allow the study of biochemical pathways, gene expression levels and phenotypic changes at the level of a single axon, which are extremely relevant in the study of traumatic axonal injuries. Microfabrication technologies enable the development of powerful platforms to grow and manipulate neurons and in order to model and study axon injuries. These LOC devices can be made using modified semiconductor fabrication technologies, including photolithography, etching and deposition methods, in order to construct microscopic structures in glass, silicon or polymeric materials such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). These platforms can play a role in the development of novel and innovative surgical and repair strategies for damaged PNS axons. Conventional massproduced metal surgical instruments are affordable, but are not durable and degrade quickly, whereas instruments made of diamond and ceramics are durable but are expensive. MEMS-based technology can enable development of unprecedented Si probes and blades with enhanced performance characteristics and cost of production. For cell culture, LOC devices provide perfusion to cells or enable probing of cells and cell compartments with chemical reagents. Microfluidic platforms further facilitate study at the single-cell resolution of axons isolated from soma through compartmentalization. Composite microfluidic platforms, with compartments for neurons and means to carry out highly parallel experiments constitute high-throughput LOC devices. Such devices enable precise control over cellular microenvironments, require small volumes of reagents, and have potential for automation and multiplexing [15, 61] . Microfluidic systems have been broadly used for neuron cell culture, neuron manipulation, neural stem cell differentiation, neuropharmacology, neuroelectrophysiology and neuron biosensors [13, 62] .
The most well-known microfluidic devices for neuronal study are compartmentalized LOC systems fabricated through PDMS soft lithography. There are several properties that make PDMS an excellent choice for biological studies. As a material, PDMS is inexpensive, flexible and easily fabricated and bonded to other materials. It is also biologically inert, non-toxic to cells, impermeable to water, permeable to gases and optically transparent down to 230 nm, facilitating microscopy [63] . Typically, a master wafer is created using standard photolithography techniques and replicas created from the mould using PDMS soft lithography [12] . Fabrication of these types of devices has been covered elsewhere, and will not be the focus of this review [10, 12, 64] . LOC platforms facilitating compartmentalization and thus separation of axons from cell body allows precise tailoring and manipulation of the microenvironment of axons, distinct from the cell body, as is the case in many in vivo situations. Compartmentalization enables more in-depth studies of myelination, neurite outgrowth, drug screening and protection, signalling, as well as the study of networks ranging from cellular to organ levels in organotypic cultures [11, 12, 65] .
Microfluidic platforms are highly compatible with incorporation of different injury modalities. Incorporation of an injury platform within a microfluidic culture system would allow for better determination of axon-specific mechanisms in degeneration and regeneration by allowing for independent manipulation of axon and cell body. In addition, locations of injuries respective to cell bodies can be generalized within a range for arrays of axons. Microfluidic platforms can be broadly classified as devices that model chemical and physical injury, and devices that model the regeneration environment. Here, we provide an overview of exemplary injury devices.
Microfluidic chemical injury devices
The simplest microfluidic injury devices provide chemical injury. Traumatic injuries to axons of the CNS and PNS can be induced by chemicals such as chemotherapeutics, neurotransmitters in excess (excitotoxicity) and detergents [66] [67] [68] . One of the first and most cited microfluidic LOC device designed to study neurons in their various compartment structures (soma, axon, dendrites) was the device created by Jeon's group [12] . Fluidic isolation of the axonal chamber from the somal chamber is achieved through microlitre-level volume differences between the two chambers. Microchannels between the chambers provide high fluidic resistance that leads to a small but sustained flow that counteracts diffusion. This device can be seen in figure 3 . Potential neurotoxins can be localized precisely in the axonal compartment. Several studies have used this type of device and its derivatives for examining axon injury and regeneration [9, 15, 19, 69] . These types of devices also include the ability to direct sites of neuronal attachment and neurite outgrowth through micropatterning techniques. Yang et al. [66] used a similar device for examining the localized degenerative effects of paclitaxel on peripheral axons, as can be seen in figure 4 . Through utilization of the compartmentalized device, it was determined that paclitaxel caused significant axonal degeneration when applied directly to axons, whereas erythropoietin was successful in protecting axons from this type of chemotherapy-induced distal axon degeneration whether applied to the rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20130676 soma or the axon. Hosmane et al. [70] created a multiplexed circular version of the platform which used centrifugation to enhance axonal throughput through microchannels, and demonstrated increased microglial accumulation to aid in debris clearance near the site of injured CNS axons seen in figure 5 . Peyrin et al. [67] developed a three-compartment microfluidic device to study simultaneous axonal degeneration and death mechanisms of CNS axons subjected to axotomy with precise spatio-temporal control. The injury was induced by a brief and isolated flux of detergent in the central compartment. In their proof of concept for the device, they observed rapid Wallerianlike degeneration in the distal axons subjected to axotomy, consistent with in vivo axotomy. Li et al. [68] developed an integrated microfulidic platform to chemically induce axonal injury and study the recovery and regeneration of axon either in co-culture with glial cells in a controllable chamber using valves or treatment with monosialoganglioside, a drug aiding neuronal regeneration. Their results indicated that axons were more resistant to injury upon localized application of acrylamide compared with the soma, and that axons had self-destruct 
Microfluidic physical injury devices
Physical modes include using aspiration, physical cutting, laser ablation techniques, valve-based compression of axons [71 -74] . Microfluidic platforms have been used as valuable tools to study axon regeneration in vivo. Many model organisms such as Aplysia californica, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila and zebrafish have been used for in vivo neuron injury and regeneration studies [68, [71] [72] [73] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] . Caenorhabditis elegans in particular provides an interesting paradigm for studying nerve injury and regeneration as its genome has been completely sequenced, and in vivo axotomy for the organism is feasible. The critical step of immobilizing the worm and subjecting it to axotomy has conventionally been done through the use of glue and anaesthetics. These methods can either have unknown toxic effects that are difficult to evaluate or are labour-intensive and of lowthroughput. Microfluidic platforms can provide a clever alternative to these techniques. The immobilization can be achieved in several ways such as anaesthetizing, cooling or trapping the worm using deflectable valves [11, 83] . Chokshi et al. [72] have developed microfluidic platforms to immobilize single worms on either a short-term or long-term basis to characterize their on-chip behaviour. The immobilization is achieved in one of the two approaches; either CO 2 is used to change the microenvironment and cease the worm's movement in a long-term manner, or a deformable membrane is used to mechanically restrict the worm. A behaviour module revitalizes the worm after immobilization through mechanical stimulation, consisting of a saw-shaped microchannel that forces the worm to move in a sinusoidal pattern so that its locomotion can be analysed.
While studying nervous system injury in model organisms such as C. elegans, an enormous volume of screening studies often needs to be done involving massive image acquisition Figure 5 . A circular microfluidic platform (a) top-down schematic (not to scale) and a (b) side view (to scale) denotes somal (green) and axonal (blue) compartments and microchannels (red). Comparing cell placement in (c) no spun and (d) spun devices shows spinning (e) enhanced cell proximity to microchannels. Spinning also (f ) enhanced axonal throughput, with no observable enhancement in (g) high-density cultures with all channels occupied by neurites. (h) A PDMS wedge can be used in the axonal compartment to (i) localize microglia (adapted from Hosmane et al. [70] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry).
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20130676 and processing, data acquisition and interpretation. MEMS platforms can be integrated with imaging to increase the performance and throughput of these studies. The potential for automation is high on these platforms because of their small size and scale. A robust and high-throughput performance can be achieved on these platforms [84] . Chung & Lu [71] designed and developed an automated, integrated microfluidic system to perform high-throughput microsurgery. This device is capable of processing multiple worms in parallel without increase in control complexity. The device can be used to simultaneously load worms in one set of channels and perform imaging and laser ablation in the other set. Guo et al. [73] developed a high-throughput microfluidic platform for in vivo nerve regeneration studies that enables precise focusing and nanosurgery of trapped worms and feeding for recovery of the operated worms in two different modules. The device also incorporates an adjustable trap for immobilization of worms at various developmental stages. Highly specific laser ablation techniques can be used to injure the worms once they are steadily immobilized. Using this chip, they observed faster than expected rates of axonal regeneration, and that distal fragments of the severed C. elegans axon regrow in the absence of anaesthetics. Based on the frequency or the repetition rate of laser, the gaps created in the axotomy vary. With high-frequency lasers, 2 -5 mm gaps are created, whereas low-frequency lasers result in precise 1-2 mm gaps [75, 85] . Other physical modes of injury to axons involve needles to transect individual axons, fluid percussion and microelectrodes [67] .
The mechanical and cellular response to injury can be quite complex, but study of such stimuli can be simplified by using controlled cellular injury in vitro models. These models include several advantages over in vivo animal models, including the ability to monitor real-time acute injury responses [48] . Existing in vitro injury models have subjected neural cultures or explants to the forces experienced during traumatic CNS injury, and include stretchable deformable membranes, twophoton laser ablation and hydrodynamic shear-based axotomy through microfluidic channels [67, [86] [87] [88] . Recent advances in culturing neurons within hydrogels have allowed for the development of three-dimensional cultures that allow for bulk deformation [89] .
Mechanotransduction is the study of cellular adaptation to internal and external mechanical stress. Cells elicit a downstream biochemical signal in response to variations in forces acting on a cell. Several tools have been developed to study the combinatorial interplay between mechanical properties and force-induced biochemical changes in cells [90] . The mechanotransduction of CNS and PNS injuries provide powerful insights for development of treatment strategies, and accordingly, several in vitro platforms have been developed to study mechanotransduction in injury. Stretch-induced injury is one of the many modes of mechanotransduction and physical injury observed in vivo during traumatic insult to axons of the CNS and PNS. Several groups have modelled and studied these injuries in vitro. A stretch-induced injury model of rat cortical astrocytes was developed by culturing the cells on a deformable membrane that was subjected to deformation by a positive rapid pressure [91] . The astrocytes were grown in tissue culture wells on flexible silastic bottoms to which a pressure was applied that stretched the membrane, and in turn, the astrocytes in order to study the morphological, physiological and biochemical consequences of stretch-induced injury. The system enabled the study of the extent and degree of injury with precise control over membrane deformation by varying the amplitude and duration of pressure. Cell injury was demonstrated to be proportional to the degree of silastic membrane deformation, with increasing stretch causing mitochondrial swelling, disruption of glial filaments and vacuolization. This is one of the earliest in vitro attempts to study injuries in cells derived from the brain. With the advancement in MEMS, novel platforms could be developed to study the role of mechanotransduction in traumatic axonal injuries. The forced being applied on an axon determines its fate of degeneration, regeneration or stalling in place.
In a more recent study, Hosmane et al. [74] developed a valve-based axon injury platform that enabled compression of CNS axons at the micrometre-scale, seen in figure 6 . The valves controlled push-down pads that descended with application of compressed gas. The pressure of the gas was modulated in order to create different levels of injury. Increased pressures, more likely to cause axotomy, were found to promote subsequent axonal regrowth. In another example, Smith et al. [92] applied continuous mechanical tension to axons, and achieved a sustained, rapid growth. The device physically splits integrated neuronal cultures into two halves and separated the halves progressively further apart using a microstepper motor system. In doing so, they achieved a growth rate of 1 mm per day. Transecting axons to induce axonal injury by laser ablation, as discussed previously in whole organisms, is another physical injury technique [69, 85, 88, 93] . Kim et al. [88] developed a neurooptial microfluidic platform that integrates a microfluidic chip, femtosecond laser for axotomy and mini-incubator to maintain a sterile and appropriate microenvironment for long-term monitoring of events post-injury. An example of the laser ablation achieved within these devices can be seen in figure 7 . These injury devices also contained solubleand surface-bound inhibitors within the injury compartment in order to better mimic the regeneration environment in vivo. Sretavan et al. developed a microdevice to assist the axon regeneration after injury. This device included the development of a silicon nitride knife with ultra-sharp knife edge with a 20 nm radius of curvature produced using MEMS technology. This knife was used for cutting regions of damaged axons individually. These damaged segments were replaced with healthy donor axon segments through dielectrophoresis, which was used to manipulate and line up the donor axon segments in the region of interest. The axon membranes of the segments were successfully electrofused.
Microfluidic devices that recreate the regeneration environment
One of the major obstacles for regeneration is the distance or gap between the proximal extending axon and the distal stump. In bridging this gap, axons have to circumvent the non-permissive substrates for neurite growth, whereas certain growth factors and other transient molecules may aid positive guidance. Recent studies have shown that targeting a specific group of extracellular inhibitory factors in itself was insufficient to promote long-distance regeneration of CNS axons. Hur et al. [65] aimed to promote regeneration by directly targeting the growth cone through pharmacological inhibition or genetic silencing of non-muscle myosin II rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20130676 (NMII). As part of this study, the axonal compartment was coated with inhibitory chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans, and the effect of applying blebbistatin, a specific inhibitor of NMII ATPase activity, was examined. As can be seen in figure 8 , application of blebbistatin allows axons to overcome inhibitory cues. The inhibition of NMII causes reorganization of microtubules and actin in the growth cone in a way that allows for rapid axon extension, both over permissive and inhibitory substrates. Over the time course post-injury, chemical gradients of several neurotrophic factors are established; these gradients may significantly influence the growth dynamics of axons post-injury and may even play a role in determining the fate of axons towards regeneration or degeneration. Establishing gradients in neuronal culture may deliver powerful insights about regrowth dynamics. MEMS platforms, owing to their operating dimensions and small scale, make it feasible to establish stable gradients over time. For rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20130676 example, gradients can be established on these platforms by exploiting the surface tension differences between two ports connected by a microchannel. This same principle is applied to develop and demonstrate a passive pump in microfluidic devices [94] .
LOC devices that mimic the repulsive or attractive chemical cues present in the regeneration environment provide insights into how to best guide regrowing axons towards appropriate targets. In the event of injury, neurites need to perform the non-trivial tasks of reorganizing and re-establishing existing connections. Kothapalli et al. [95] developed a novel microfluidic device to study neurite guidance under the influence of chemogradients. The neurons were cultured in microchannels on a physiological three-dimensional environment of collagen type I, and gradients were established of chemoattractants such as netrin 1 and chemorepellents such as slit 2. The gradients developed were stable up to 48 h. This time frame allowed for the qualitative and quantitative study of neurite turning, providing valuable insights into the development, maintenance and reorganization of complex neural networks. The ability to monitor and guide regrowing axons can enhance our efforts in promoting functional recovery.
Conclusion
Nerve injury is a widely observed, but difficult to study phenomenon, particularly in vivo. The current standard treatment for PNI, such as end-to-end surgical reconnection, or reconnection with an autologous nerve graft, are also highly limited. While in the periphery nerve regeneration occurs, functional recovery may not. In the CNS, the outlook is starker, as no treatments are currently available. A more complete understanding of the neurobiology of nerve injury and regeneration in both of these systems may improve surgical-or biomaterial-or scaffold-based repair outcomes and functional recovery. Therefore, in vitro methods are of interest so as to very precisely and microscopically observe nerve injury and develop and test different repair strategies. Continuing advances in the field of microtechnology enable the creation of devices capable of studying regeneration at the reductionist cellular scale, allowing for the ability to tease out mechanisms that may be lost at the complex in vivo setting. Chemical injury can be easily achieved within a microfluidic platform, whereas physical injury is accomplished through the incorporation of other technologies such as lasers, nanoscale ultra-sharp knives and valve-based compression. The post-regeneration environment can also be modelled, through chemical modifications of the device surface or alteration of fluid flows. While the strength of microfluidic devices are in their reductionist, highly controllable environments, currently available microfluidic devices do not perfectly mimic the in vivo environment, particularly as most operate at the two-dimension level, and many effects may not translate from the cell level to in vivo. Large surface-to-volume ratios and particularly miniscule amounts of media may lead to cell viability issues owing to evaporation and potential difficulty in maintaining cell culture conditions, if not tightly managed. The devices have promoted the formation of interdisciplinary and collaborative research teams, but wide-scale adoption by neuroscientists, although expected, has not yet occurred. Despite these concerns, microfluidic devices continue to look promising for investigating axonal regeneration. A variety of LOC devices discussed in this review point to a vibrant field where novel platform technologies are facilitating cellular discoveries, and basic research is promoting the development of novel platform technologies. Next-generation devices are expected to better mimic the three-dimensional in vivo regeneration environment, as well as incorporate other advances in other fields such as optogenetics and biosensors, in order to extend fundamental findings from cellular studies and take a step closer to realizing clinical therapies for enhancing nerve regeneration in both the PNS and CNS. (d,e) Blebbistatin was locally applied to the axonal side, demonstrating an ability to overcome inhibitory cues (adapted with permission from Hur et al. [65] ).
